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a

ommencement
College of Arts and Sciences

1 p.m. commencement

Graduate degrees
Elizabeth Benoodt ...... ....... ........ .. ... .MA
Cristiane Bramble ............. ............... MA
Bonnie Brueggemann ..................... .MA
Susan Bryant....................................MA
Sarah Fann ... ... ..... ..... .......... ... .. ....... MA
Brianne Foster.. .......... .. ......... ...........MA
Curtis Hummel... ........ ................ ....MA
Sarah Johnson .. ... ..... .......... .. ... .... ....MA
Julie Klein ........... .. ................ ........ .. .MA
Kayla Kuehn .... .............................. ...MA
Karri McCallister..... .. .......................MA
Christian Strasen ............................ ..MA
Jennifer Brauer................................MM
Megan Barbour.............................. MPA
Jennie Bogovich ............................. MPA
Lauren Bundy. ..................... ...........MPA

Onome Dakara ............................... MPA
Breann DeMarco............................ MPA
James Grand one .... ......................... MPA
JoAnn Hollenkamp ........................ MPA
Sean Hong ....................... .............. MPA
Donte Howard ............................... MPA
Pamela Kodjoe ................................ MPA
Veronica Peters ...... ..... .. .... ...... .. ...... MPA
J orgia Pitzer..... ...... ..... .. ..... .... ......... MPA
Theresa San Luis ............................ MPA
Dawn Strickland................ .......... ... MPA
Cathy Taylor.... .. ... ...... ...... ........... ... MPA
Jarrett Adrian .......... ......................... MS
Mona Aghaee .... .............. .... ....... ...... MS
Karen Asbury. ...................................MS
Benjamin Beatty. ..............................MS

Jean Campbell .................................. MS
Crystal Converse .............................. MS
Mark Faron ...................................... MS
Keith Flaugher............... ...... .......... ... MS
Seth Griffi.s ........................ ...... ...... ... MS
Phillip Hinz ...................................... MS
Christopher Huff. ............................ MS
Brian Kamusinga .. ... .... ........ ..... .. ... ...MS
Adam King ....................................... MS
Angela Laaker................................... MS
Joshua Laurion .. ....................... ........ MS
Jonathan Lefton ................ ....... ...... ..MS
Stephanie Matthew...... ................... .MS
Lauren Mikkelson .............. ......... ...... MS
William Morton ................. .. .. ..........MS
Eric Mueller..... ..... ................ ........ ....MS

Elizabeth Mueth ........... ... ..... ....... .... MS
Iyabode Ogunkuade ... ...................... MS
Wendy Okiriguo ............ ................... MS
Rash no Poormotamed ...................... MS
Arya hrce Poudyal Kharel... .............. MS
Katherine Stoltz ... ...... ..... ............. ....MS
Kelsey Tharp ... ..... .... .. ..... .... ... ... .......MS
Lawrence Werner... ...........................MS
Jennifer Yu .......... .. ......... ...... ... ... ... ....MS
Jennie Bogovich ........ .......... ... .... ..... .PB
Joseph Young ..... .. ....... ............ .......... PB
Andrea Gafford ..... ... .....................MSW
Alvin Harper................................MSW
Sergiy Soto................................... MSW

Undergraduate degrees
Todd Ambuel. ................................... BA Matthew Lewis ................................. BA
Jeremy Asiedu .................................. BA Karen Lynch ..................................... BA
Anje Avila de Poplar........................... BA Paige Maag ....................................... BA
George Bassler................................... BA Aaron McCoy. ................................... BA
Tone' Brister..................................... BA Molly McHatton ............................... BA
Adria Brown ..................................... BA Hayley Morgan ................................. BA
Leland Brwnfield .............................. BA Kaitlin Morris ................................... BA
Jillian Chadwick............................... BA Derek Nagel... .................................. BA
Coryn Chatman ................................ BA Lisa Parker......................................... BA
Gregory Collins ................................ BA .Robert Phillips .................................. BA
Kelsey Craig ..................................... BA Maria Retana .................................... BA
Kayla Crawford................................. BA Tyler Revis ........................................ BA
Devin Cutinello......... ....................... BA Maya Sansard .......................... .......... BA
Michael Cutler.................................. BA Kristin Shelton ..... .. ...... .......... ...... ... .BA
Aaron Dell ........................................ BA Nathan Sierra.................................... BA
Alisha Dillon..................................... BA Shane Spellmeyer........................... ... BA
Jessica Dorgan ..................... ............. BA Melanie Volkmann ............................ BA
Katherine Douglas .................. .. ........ BA Kevin Vysoky. ........ ............................ BA
Marissa Eversman ...... ..... ...... ..... ....... BA Alyssa Watts .................. ........... ..... .... BA
Chase Fletcher................................... BA Mary Wt..ldhaber.... ..... ....................... BA
Mason Friesner.................................. BA Kate Workman ..... ... ............... ........... BA
Rachel Galle ..................................... BA David Wykoff. .......................... ...... ... BA
Tammy Gibson ................................. BA Tyler Young... ................. .............. .... BA
David Gloria ..................................... BA Amanda Baker....... .... ..................... BFA
Isabel Gonzales ..... ... ....... .. ... .. ..... ..... BA C. Fleck.. ........ ...... .... ........ ............ .. BFA
Madylyn Gordon .............................. BA Lauren Rogalsky. ............................. BFA
James Greer............... .......................BA Lois Cha ................... .................. .... BM
Parker Gninn ............................... ..... BA Jamey Jones ..... .. ... ......... .... .. .... ..... ... BM
Amber Hart ... ... ..... ........ ... ................ BA Natasha Kessler...... .... .............. ........ BM
Shakela Hoffman .................. .. ..... ..... BA Dustin Rademacher..... ................. ... BM
Granton Hol!••·············· ........... ......... BA Anthony Adamson ............................ BS
J ariessa Jackson ................................. BA Emma Adkisson ................................ BS
Megan Jakel. ............. .. .... .. .... ... ... .. .... BA Carolyn Allison .............. .................... BS
Tiasha Jefferson ................ ................. BA Jessica Auten ...................................... BS
Ashley Johnson ................................. BA Harold Balisteri ................................. BS
Veronica Jones ................................... BA Blake Bernard ..... .... .. ... ............. ......... BS
Kathleen Joyce .................................. BA Ryan Bollinger.. ................................. BS
Elizabeth Kanaskie ............ , ............... BA Na.flan Boxdorfer.......... .................... BS
Kristopher Kaylor........................ ..... BA Samuel Boyd.................. '. .... .. ............ BS
Natasha Kessler................. ......... ....... BA Whitney Brewer...... ..... ....... ..... ......... BS

Sable Brown...................................... BS
Chelsea Burdge .................................. BS
Desiree Cabell ................................. ~.BS
Daniel Calcaterra ....... ........ ..... .......... BS
Garrett Charton ................................ BS
Lucille Coats ..................................... BS
Jacob Cordes ..................................... BS
Max Cortright ................................... BS
Joshua Crank ......... ................ ............ BS
Ryan Daley. ... .............. .......... ............ BS
J abari Danzy. ..................................... BS
Kenneth Davis ................................... BS
Anthony Davis ..... .................. ........... BS
Sean Dembosky. ................................. BS
Brandon Dial ... ...... .... ........... .... .... .... BS
Justine Dorn ...................................... BS
Rachel Durbin-Nowicki.......... ........... BS
Benjamin Edson ............... ...... ..... ...... BS
Jennifer Eisele ............................. ...... BS
Joey Fetter............................... .......... BS
Sarah Fields ....................................... BS
Steffany Fletcher.... ...... ............. ......... BS
Jacob Fortner...... ... .... .. .... ... .... ....... .... BS
Travis Fulk..... ... ................................. BS
Matthew Gabalis ...............................BS
Sean Galer......................................... BS
Jasmeet Ghornan .. ............ ................. BS
Jasmin Goodman ........ .... ........... ....... BS
Matthew Graham ....... .. .............. .... ... BS
Dalton Gray... ............. ....................... BS
Julie Grimmer............ ................. ......BS
Blake Groves .................... ................. BS
Michael Grubb ..................... ............ BS
Kimberly Gulick....... ....................... BS
Elizabeth Guzman ............................. BS
Lauren Haines ............ ....................... BS
Adam Hand .. ..................................... BS
Anthony Hanks ........... ..... ........ .. ....... BS
Torrea Harper................... ................. BS
Joshua Heffron .................................. BS

Joseph Henderson .......... ................... BS
Carol Hendon ................................... BS
Kimberly Hill .................................... BS
Eric Hollenbeck ........................ ......... BS
Blake Hollenkamp ............................. BS
Bert Holloway. .................................. BS
Amanda Houchin ........ .................. ... BS
Paige Hubert..................................... BS
Otis Hudson ...................................... BS
Brittany Im ........... ............................ BS
Christopher Jenner... .......................... BS
Kayla Johnson ............................. ...... BS
Katelynn Johnson ................ .............. BS
Derek Jones ..... .................................. BS
Anthony Jordan-Parnell ............... ... ... BS
EdenJustus ............................... ......... BS
Kathryn Kauffman ............................. BS
Courtney Koopman ..... ...... ................ BS
Brian Lallish ............................ .......... BS
Erika LaTempt .............. .... ....... .........BS
Neil Lauko ........................................ BS
Helen Leib ........................................ BS
Shelia Madewell ................................ BS
Whitney Malone ..... .. ... ...................... BS
Blake Marth ..... .. ............... .... ... .... ..... BS
Michael Mayer................................... BS
Kristen McFarland ........... ................ BS
Jordan Miller..................................... BS
Tommy Miller......... ...... ..... ... ............. BS
Courtney Mullen ......... ..... .. ..... .... ..... .BS
Abigail Nelson .................. ................ BS
Carolyn Neunuebel. ........................... BS
Ricky Newcomb ............................... BS
Micheal Ontl ..................................... BS
Alana Oseland ............. .................. .... BS
Ross Pearson............... ... .. ................. BS
Michelle Podnar................................. BS
Nathan Poignee ................................. BS
Nicole Pope ................ ............. ......... BS
Anthony Presto............................. .... BS
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College of Arts and Sciences
Joshua Pritsolas ................................ .BS
Douglas Putk:owski ........................ ...BS
Zak R.atk:o.. ................ ... ... ..... ....... ... .. BS
Mallory Robbins ........ ... .. ....... ............ BS
Paul Schei peter.................................. BS
Hannah Scranton .............................. BS
Kelly Smith ....................................... BS
Jaime Smith ...... ... ... .. ... ....... .. ..... ..... ..BS
Katherine Smith ......... .. ....... ...... ........ BS
Wesley Southerland...... ... .. .... .. ... .......BS

Dylan Stark ............. .......... .......... ...... BS
Garrett Talia ........ ... ......... ........ .. ........ BS
Brittany Toney. ...... ............. ...............BS
Tyler Veiling........... ........................... BS
Adam Wangler................................... BS
Devon Warden .......... ......................... BS
Brian Watsek .............. ................... ..... BS
Alexis Wells ...................................... BS
Travis Wendt ...................................... BS
Zachery Werner................................. BS

Nathan Wetherell ............................... BS
Caleb Wheeler..... .............................. BS
Zachariah Wheeler... ..... .... ..... ... ........ BS
Cassandra White .... .. ......... ....... .. .... ... BS
Ryan Wtlk:erson .................. ............. ..BS
Shelby Willen .................................... BS
Zina Wtlliams .................................... BS
Deambra Williams ..... ........................ BS
Mark Wtlson ..................................... BS
James Witcher.................. ......... .. ...... BS

James Witcher.......................... ......... BS
Dallas Wright ................................. .... BS
Dallas Wright.................................... BS
R.achael Wurth ..................... ........ ..... BS
Stephen Young ................................... BS
Nicholas Zobrist ............................... BS
Jordyn Barr.................................... BSW
Bianca Sims ..... ......... .......... .... ... .... BSW

School of Education, Health and Human Behavior
Graduate degrees
Kelly Carpenter............................... EDS
Danielle Huff................................. EDS
Lavon Singleton ...................... ....... EDS
Leslie Smith .. ... .... ....... ........ ...... ..... EDS
Windy Winfield ... .. .. ...... ... .............. EDS
Gwyneth Abrams ....... ..................... .MA
Jordan Blackhurst..... .... ....... ............MA
Daniel Detwiler.. .. ....... ... ...... ...... .....MA
Amanda Meyer...........................•....MA
Kayla Bartz .. ......... ...........................MS
Allison Benware ................ ... ........... MS
Amanda Blea .......................... ...... ... .MS
Madeline Braasch .. ........ .. ..... ........... .MS

Kyle Catani ................. ..... ................. MS
Kelly Edwards ... ... ......... .......... .... ..... MS
Joseph Emery. .............. ... ................. MS
Lindsay Felchner............................. .MS
Elizabeth Field .............. ,................. .MS
Kelly Flynn ................. ..................... .MS
Mary Frazier-Meyers ......... ................ MS
Samantha Godar... ..... .. ...... ..... .... ... ...MS
Denise Green .......... ............ ............. .MS
Molly Green .. ........ ..... .... ....... .... ...... MS
Christopher Hawkins ...................... MS
Nick Kenney.... .. .... ... ....... ........ ..... .... MS
Christopher Lindsey. ....................... .MS

9 a.m. commencement

Molly Magary. .......... ......... .......... ..... MS
Stacey Norby........... .. ... .................... MS
Omar Olivas ....... ......... .. ................... MS
Kayla Riggs ... .............. ....... ..... ....... .. MS
David Schwartz ................................ MS
Jannah Stone .. .... ...... ........ .. ............ .. MS
Jamie Straub .................. ... .... ...... ... ... MS
Annemarie Terveer. ..................... .... ..MS
Madeline Beckmann .................. ..MSED
Pamela Falls ...................... .. ..... ...MSED
Oluyemisi Folarin ....................... MSED
Kristina Frawley.... .. ....... .. ............MSED
Jerome Jackson ..... ......................MSED

Undergraduate degrees
Shakeyra Harriel. ........ ...... ...... ... ... ... .BA
Justine Humphreys .......... ............ .... BA
Abigail Overstreet ............................. BA
Katina Pullum ................................... BA
Katrina Reppell ..................... ... ........ BA
Jonathan Roeder....................... .... .... BA
Courtney Adair................................. BS
Leland Anderson .... ..... ...................... BS
R.achel Bavery.................................... BS
Jarrett Bednar.................................... BS
Nancy Bergquist-Trexler..................... BS
Heather Boose .................................. BS
Casey Borgmann ............................... BS
Samantha Boschert ............................ BS
Bailey Boss ........................................ BS
Hailey Branson ................................. .BS
Nathan Brewster.............................. .BS
awyer Bricker.. ... .................... .. ........ BS
Megan Bridges ........................ .. ........ BS
Kathryn Bursich .... .. ................. ...... ... BS
Anthony Carlson ... ... .................. .... ... BS
Paula Clarke ...................................... BS
Dashae Clifford ................................ BS

Ryan Cronin ..................... .... ..... ... ..... BS
Mary Cum mane .......................·......... BS
Avery Dawson ................................... BS
Preston Elbert ........................ ... .... .. ..BS
Danielle Fisher............... ......... ..... ... ... BS
Stephanie Fisher................ ... ... ......... .. BS
Alison Fleming........... ... .......... .... ...... BS
Carly Gassner................ .................... BS
Kaleb Hahn ........ .. ............................. BS
Bayan Hamad ................................... BS
Clayton Henson .... ... ......................... BS
Taylor Herriman ................................ BS
Tyler Hilmes ......................................BS
Alycia Hollinshead ................. ........ .... B
Joshua Hurst.................................... BS
Malayna Hutchins ............................. BS
Nunu Idemudia ................................. BS
Marissa Iocca ..................... ...... ......... BS
Bria Johnson ..................................... BS
Alexa Knuth ..... .. ......................... ...... BS
Lindsey Kolasa ...... ........... .... .... .... ..... BS
Imani Kuykendoll .... ........ ........ .......... BS
Amanda Lading .............................. ... BS

.

Amanda Jarden Mellenthin ........MSED
Paul Kala .......................... ... ....... .MSED
Jennifer Keller.... .. ........... ............ MSED
Matthew Keller............................MSED
Alphonw Kinnebrew........ .. ..... ... MSED
Joshua Martin .................. ...... .. ...MSED
Hope McBrain.. ............. .............MSED
Keith McGlasson ........................ MSED
Jason Schreder........ .... ................MSED
Andrew Spiropoulos ................... MSED
Eric Weiss .......................... ..... .... MSED
Madeline Beckmann ..................... ..... PB

9 a.m. commencement

Brett Lane .. ..... ...... .... ... .. ................... BS
Lindsey Lanman ............................... BS
Bria Lynch .... .. ................................... BS
Brent Madden .......... ... .................. .... BS
Kayla Magruder................................. BS
Teara Marion .................................... BS
Larnell Marshall ........................ ........ BS
Ryan McClure ................................... BS
Andrew McCrary. ................. ........... .. BS
Mario Milbap .................................... BS
Shaun Morgan .................................. BS
Sarah Muffley. ................................... BS
Sierra Muro.............. .... .......... ........... BS
Haley Norris ..................................... BS
Carli Paine ...... ................................... BS
Kirsten Parker............ ............... ........ BS
Britny Phelps ..................................... BS
Emilie Radziejewski ...... ................... BS
Brooke Reed ......... ... ...... ...... ... ..... ..... BS
Jennifcr Rekart ...... .... ..................... .. BS
Samantha Rhoades ........................... RS
Jenna Rickert.................................... .BS
Katrina Rodeffer... ................ ............. BS

School of Engineering

Rachel Rus ell ....................... .. .......... BS
Alexander Saikal ...... .... ...................... BS
Samantha Sanders .... .. ..................... .. BS
Kent Sassatelli .................................. BS
Stefanie Schrieber............................. BS
Kristin Shelton .................................. BS
Emily Smith ...................................... BS
Cynthia Smitl1.. ................................. BS
Brittanni Smith .. ........................... .... BS
Gretchen tenger......................... ...... BS
April Sturgill ..................................... BS
Kendall Therkildsen .......................... BS
Porchia Toombs ................................ BS
Brittney Waldhoff. ....... .................. ....B
Michaela Wheeler............................. BS
Jolanda White .. ................................. BS
Julie Whittington ................ .............. BS
Elsa Wible ...................................... ... BS
Megan Wilson ................................... BS
Thomas Woodberry. .......................... BS
Sarah Wapp ...................................... BS

1 p. m. commencement

Graduate degrees
Mohammed Abbadi .. .......... .............. MS
Syed Abbas Haider..... ........ ..... ......... MS
Younus Abdul Ghani Khazi ............... MS
Haris Affaq ......................................MS
Adeshina Akin tan ............................. MS
Samira Arabgol. ............................... MS
Likhitha Atluri .... ... ......... ....... ...........MS
Sheetal Bagga ...................................MS
Ashley Byers .................................... MS
Damayanti Chakraborti ........... ......... MS
Rama Chandra Raju Mudunuri .........MS
Narges Choubcdar.... ... .... ........ ........ MS

Josef Gabriel. .................................... MS
Lucas Greten ... ..... .... .... .............. .... .. MS
Sri Harshavardhan Yanduri ... ......... ..MS
Kevin Holtgrave ................... ... ....... .. MS
Gregory Jacobs ................... ,.... ........ MS
Charles James ................................ ... MS
Cedric Jo .......................................... MS
Andrew Johnson ...... ........... .. ........... MS
Mazdak Karimpour Ghannadi ..... ... ... MS
Brian Kasmar7ik ... .... ...... .................. MS
Vcdavyas Koppula .... ... .......... ... .... ... .MS
Sri Krishna Sai SameeraPolapragada ... MS

Santhosh Kumar Mirta pally.............. MS
Anil Kumar Musunuru ...... .............. MS
Shravan Kumar Vettigunta .... ..... ....... MS
Brian Luttinen ... ... .... ..... .... ....... .... ...MS
Darshan Mallapara ju ....... ................. MS
Sayeeduddin Mohammed ................. MS
•Niharika ercdugomma ..... .. ............ MS
Mahck Parikh .. .... ........ .................... .MS
Avinasb Reddy Kurli .............. ........... MS
Jan.m.ihan Reddy Kasircdd)i ............. MS
Tim Roustio...... .... ........................... MS
Nader Sharifzadch Boushchri ........... MS

Chinnammagari Srikanth Reddy .. ....MS
D atubo Stewart ..... ...................... ..... MS
Arny Sunderlin ................................. MS
Krishnateja Thammireddygari .. ........MS
Nikhil Thangalla ...............................MS
Meghana Vclaga ...... ..... .... ... ....... ....... MS
Sai Vivck Moka ................................MS
Joshua Ycmng ................................... MS
M usaab Zafer.......................... .. .... .... MS

Undergraduate degrees
Mohammed Abuhzaima ......... ......... ..BS
Dvlan Ackerman ...... ............... ........... BS
B;yan · Allen ....................................... B
Derek Allison .... : ............................... BS
Alejandro Alvarez ...... . ·- ..................... BS
Jeffrey Augustine ............................... BS
Tyler Austin ..................................... ..BS.
Louis Bourgeois ................................ BS
Jonathan Brune ................................. BS
Evan Burmester............. .... .... ... .. ....... BS
Francisco Cobian................... :....... .. .. BS

Austin Cox ........................................ BS
Matthew Curry... ........ ....................... B
Alan Delbene..: .. ................................. .BS
Aaron Disch ............. ........ ........... .. .... BS
Amanda Donaldson .......................... BS
Wesley Edwards ......................... ... .... BS
Jacob Eilers ................................ ..... .. BS
Jesse Fabish ....... ... ....... ... ................... BS
Mark Feather....................... ..... ...... .. .. BS
.Stefan Flynn .... .. ..... ......... ..... ......... ... .BS
Zachary Friede,rich ...............,............ .BS

Scott Furlow. ..................................... BS
Michael Gagnon .. ......... ..... ...... .......... BS
Danielle.: Gersteneckcr..... ... ................ BS
Tin1otlw Gilles .................................. BS
Collin Greene ................................... .BS
Daniel Grote .... ..... .. ...... ........ ............ BS
Daniel Halleran ...... ... ..... ............ .. ..... BS
Jacob Harrington ...... ..... ... .... ......... ... BS
Lucas Hemann ................ .. .......... ...... BS
Bradley Herman ... ..................... ........ BS
David Hieger..................................... BS

Kadlleen Holrzscher.......................... B
Jason Hooks ....................... .. ............. BS
Alexander Hooper................. ............ BS
Andrea Horn ..................................... BS
Jakob Hoult. ..................................... BS
Gage Hugo ....................................... BS
Jesse Humphrey .................... ...... ..... .l~S
Brian Johnson .................. .......... ....... BS
Oscar Jones-Beach .................. ........... BS
Archie Karanwal ............ .................... BS
John Kercher................................. ..... BS

-.· ;
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School of Engineering
..

.!. .

Joseph Kovarik ...... ............................ BS
Trevor Lawrence .......... ................. .... BS
Richard Lieb .......... ... .............. ....... .. .BS
Cody Lonas ...................................... BS
Andrew Maggio........... .. ................... BS
Ryan Maitland ................................... BS
Beau Mason ...................................... BS
Mark Mathews ............................... ... BS
Danielle Matthews .... ...... ..... .. .... .. ..... BS
Clark McClurkin .......................... ..... BS
Curtis Meuth ..................................... BS
Rebecca Moidel.. ... ....... ..................... BS
Devlin Murray. ...... ............................ BS

Erik Neeley. ....... ..... ............. .............. BS
Nedal Nijmeh .................... .............. BS
Matthew Noser... ...... ......................... BS
Hector O con ... ... ........... ..... ............... BS
Bryan O rabutt .... ... ... ......................... BS
Deniz O zagac ...... .......... .... ....... ........ BS
Muharnmet O zkanli ................... ....... BS
Axay Patel. ..................... .................... BS
Aaron Paterson .............. ...... ..... ........ .BS
Thomas Pauk ... ... ........... ..... ...............BS
Lucas Peterson ... .... ........ ............ ........ BS
Andrew Quirin ............ ........ .............. BS
Jarnes Reed ........................................ BS

D rew Retzer.. ........ ......... ...... .............BS
Justin Rinehimer........................ ...... .BS
Michael Roche .......... ........ ................. BS
Stephen Schiber............. .. ................ .BS
Benjatnin Schmid .............................. BS
Brandon Schmidgall .... ............. ..... .... BS
Alex Schreacke ............................ ...... BS
William Slape .............. .......... ............ BS
I an Smith .... ............. ....... ... .. .... .. .. ... .BS
Ernaline Stendback ... ......................... BS
Brian Stroub .... .................................BS
Stephanie Swaney. .... ...... ........ .... .......BS
Justin Swingler................. ...... ...........BS

Michael Tangy. ............... .......... ......... BS
Ethan Thackrey. .... ...... ............. ....... ..BS
Adam Thompson.... ........... .. ..... .........BS
Cameron Tighe ...... ......... .... ...... ......... BS
Michael Todden .................. ............ ..BS
Jesse Turner..... ... ... ....... ...... .. ..... ........ BS
Michael Walker...... ......... ................. ..BS
Rodney West ... ..... ............. ....... .. .......BS
Eric Wilde ......... ................. ...... ..... .. .. BS
Chandler Williarns ..................... ........BS
Mikel Wismer.. ....... .... .......... ...... ....... BS
Brett Zeidler..... .... ...... ....... ....... ..... .... BS

School of Pharmacy , p.m. commencement
Cynthia Bailey............ ...... ... ... PH RMD

H ollie Lovell .......... ............ ..... PHRMD

Senayet Nigeda ... .. ..... ............. PHRMD

Healthcare Informatics

9 a.m. commencement

Graduate degrees
Brendon Farra ......... ............ ........ .....MS

Williarn Haire ... .... ........ ...... ...... .... ...MS

Deborah Laut ..... ......... .......... .... .. .....MS

Rajanna Narasappa ............. ........ ......MS

School of Nursing 9a.m. commencement
Graduate degrees

Karen Bade ... ... ....... ... ............ ... ...... .MS
Jessica Bohannon .. ..... ..... ..... ...... .....MS
Alison Broom .... .......... .... ...... ...........MS
Corey Bruff... .. ......... ..... ....... ....... .....MS
Angela Brumleve ... ... ... .......... ...... ..... MS
Andrea Cooper.. ... .... .......... .. ............MS
Leah Corbitt .. ..... ....... ...... ......... .... .. .MS
Jill Ellsworth .. ...... .. ... .. ......... ... ...... .. .MS
Kiley Faires ...... ..... ... ........... ..... ...... ...MS
Alicia Fiorentini ........ .. ... ... ............ .. ..MS
Shane Foster................ ......... ... ...... ...MS
Alice Glasgow. .... .... ... .... ....... ...... ......MS
Joseph Grazaicis .... .. ... .. .... .. ..... ..... .....MS
Rachel Heft.... .. .... ............. ....... ... .....MS
Whitney H eiscmidt......... ...... ........ .. .MS
Kimberly Henry. ... ... .. .. .... ...... .. .. ... ....MS
Eileen Holt .... ... .... .. ................. ... .... ..MS

Randi Hope .... ......... .. .... ...... ...... .. .... MS
Joanna Hu .. ... ...... .... ..... ....... ..... ..... .. MS
Natalie Huebner........... .... .... ..... .. ..... MS
Brianne Jones .............. ............. ....... .MS
Lindsay Kaiser.. ...... ... .... ..... ...... ........ MS
David Kleiss ... .. ............. ... ... .. ... ........ MS
Mara Knoche ... ....... ...... ................. ... MS
Lindsey Landeck ........... ....... .......... ..MS
Danelle Langellier.... .. ........ ......... ...... MS
Ashley Law rence ..... .. ... ...... ...... .... .... MS
Melissa Lee ..... .......... .......... ...... ....... MS
Kimberley Martin ............. ............... MS
Donna McClusky-Bryant............ ..... MS
Courmey McCullough .... .. ........... .... MS
Megan McDermott ... .......... ......... .. .. MS
Christa Metzelaars ......... ..... ....... ... .... MS
Amanda Milton ....... .. .... ......... ... ... .... MS

Michelle Mullin .... ...... ..... ..... ....... .. ...MS
Jill Neeman .. ....... ..... .... .. ........ .... ......MS
Lindsey O stermeier........... .... ... .........MS
Rachel Owen ............ ............. ..... ...... MS
Mary Palm..... ...... ........... ............. ... ..MS
Brisyn Ritchie ................ ............. .... .MS
Emily Robson ................. ...... ...........MS
Shannon Roesch ......... .. .... .. ... ...........MS
Maria Romeo ...... .............. ... ....... .. ..MS
Adam Schneider.. ....... .. ........ .. .... .. ....MS
Brenda Schwass ........ ...... .. .......... ......MS
Sarah Sillery. ..... .. .. ..... ..... ........... ..... .MS
Rachel Smiley... .. ..... .. ... ... ................ .MS
Ashley Smith .. ......... ...... ... .... ............MS
Katelyn Smith .... ....... .... ........... ...... ..MS
Jessica Stoneburner................... .......MS
Taylor Stonecypher... .......... ...... .......MS

Psychic Readings By Ms M

Ut ~fC~fAllON

Let Ms. Marko's 27 years of experience
guide you through life's obstacles.
I specialize in love, Marriage,
Business and Reuniting Loved
Ones when miles apart.
Certified & guaranties all.
100 E. Park St.
Edwardsville, IL 62025

,,,,- -

Kendra Sullivan ......... ....................... MS
Dennis Sweeney. ... .... .......... .... .........MS
Logan Taylor........ ....... .. ................ ... MS
Shana Teske ... ...... ............. ....... ........ MS
Kathryn Thomas-Altherr............ .... ...MS
Anastasia Till ........ ..... ................ .. .... MS
Gail Viviano.. .................................. .MS
Shauna Vogler....... .................... .... ....MS
Brianna Wood ......... ............. ...... ....... MS
Jonathan Woods ... ....... .. ..... ....... ... ....MS
Joseph Zueck .. ...... ..... ........ ....... .......MS
Leona Burnham ..... ...... ..... ....... .. ..... .PM
Ruth Holley..... ...... ....... .... ....... ....... .PM
Donna Jewell ..................... ....... ....... PM

Thurs. Dec. 24 Fri. Jan. 1

Oon't lose Time or Faith,

Call Ms. Marl<o Today

618-650-9196

Sat. Jan 2
Sun. Jan. 3

Noon - 9p.m.
6 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Finals

ec!\N<.lrclsvifee
FAMILY DENTIST

EDWARDSVILLE FAMILY DENT IST

Week
Dec. 14-19
Group Fitness
Schedule

PROUDLY ACCEPTING DELTA DENTAL,
THE DENTAL INSURANCE OF
ALL SIUE EMPLOYEES!
CALL TODAY TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT!

Al I classes,
lncludinir Yoca
are FREE durinr
finals week.

a 1a.. a59 ..04sa

No Clatses
During Winter
Break

DR. BEAU MOODY

EXAM.
CLEANING,

i~~

~~

&X· RAYS

--·

C•llftOI be <Ot_,IMCI W,tb 1:Mvr..c:•.
~--dbe--.(~

'"'°~

Speclal for uninsured smE students

EDWARDSVILLE FAMILY DENTIST

122 NORTH KANSAS ST.
EDWARDSVILLE, [L 62605
WWW.EDWARDSVI L LEILDENTIST .COM

Expr.. s Cycle

Express Cycle

C ycle Zo ne

Cy cle Zone

6:45-7:45 o .m .

6:4.5-7:-45 o .m .

6 :45-7:45 o .m .

6:45-7:45 o .m .

6:45-7:45 o .m.

Yoga

Yoga

Yoga

Yog a

Yoga

Cycle

Group Fitness s

Group R!ness B

Group Fftne 11 s

Group Alness s

Group Rtness B

c~•cle zone

12·12:SO p .m .
Slrength
Group Fitness A

12:00-12:50 p .m .
3.2.1.
GroupA!nessA

Group Flrness A

12:00-12:50 p .m.
Cycle Circuit
Cycle Zone /
Group Fitness B
4:00-4:SO p .m .
Strength
Group Fitness B

5:15-6:15 p.m .
cycle
Cyc le Zone

4:50-5: 1o p .m .
Core and More
Group fitness A

Group Fl!ne ss B

5:00-5:50 p .m.
Boot Camp
SAC

5:00-5:45 p .m .
Express C y cle
Cycle Zone

5:00-5:50 p .m .
Boot Camp
SAC

5:30-6:30 p.m.

5:20-6:10 p .m .

PIYo*
Group F:t11ess: s

3.2.1.

6:00-7:00 p .m .
Cycle
cyc iezone

-4:30-4:50 p .m .

H.I.T.T.

Group fitness A

l 2· 12:30 p.m.
Slrenglh
Group A!ness A
4:00-4:50 p .m .

WOD
Group fllnes, A
5:00-5:50 p .m .

Yoga

6 :30-7:20 p .m .

5:00-6:00 p .m .
cycle
Cycle Zone

12:00· 12:50 p .m .
Yoga
Group Fitness B

9:1 5- 10:15 o .m.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

.
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School of Nursing

9a.m. commencement

Undergraduate degrees
Colleen Albrecht.. ...... .. .. ... .... .... ....... .BS
Sarah Andersen ... ....... .... ............ ....... BS
Dana Belcher........ ..... ......... ... .. .......... BS
Ashton Bierbrauer...... .......... .. ......... ... BS
Adam Bierman .. ....................... ...... ... BS
Margaret Bloomer........ ...... .............. ..BS
Danielle Boren............ ..... .......... ........ BS
Gracie Brown-Shanks ............ ......... ... BS
Devon Burchett............... ....... ..... ..... .BS
Shelby Carlstrom ... ... .. .... .......... ......... BS
Brook Carter... ............ .. .............. .... ..BS
Janet Chandarlis .. .... .......... ................ BS
Lindsay Chott.... ... ........ .... .............. .. BS
Elizabeth Clapper.............. ............. ... BS
Chelsea Colclasure ...... ......... ......... .....BS
R.achel Conrey. ... ... .... .... .... ... ... .......... BS
Cagney Cooper.......... ................... .... BS
Katrina Cordova .. ... ... .... ............. ..... .BS
Kathy Cowman ........ ... .... .. .. ...... ........ BS
Stacie Cowman .... ........ ......... ...... ... .. .BS
Hali Daniels ... .... ... ... ... .... .......... ... .... BS
Kimberly D avis ......... .. ............... ....... BS
Savannah Davis ......... ....... ...... ... .. ......BS
Hillary Dinkins ..... .. ... ..... ...... ..... ... .. .. BS
Alyssa Diviero .... .... ... ... ...... .. ... .. .. .. ....BS
Melinda Dorsey. .. ..... ... .. .. ............ ...... BS
Jaclyn Dumont........... ....... .............. .BS

Katie DuPatz..... ........... ......... ... ...... ...BS
Claire Eller.............. ..... ... ......... ... ... ...BS
Hilary Enzweiler...... ........... ............ ... BS
Emmanuel Ezeala .............. ...... ......... BS
Brittany Ferguson ..... ........ ........ ......... BS
Faith Fifer.... ................................. .... BS
Briana Fiori ............................... ...... .. BS
Morgan Furness .. ............. ............. ....BS
Deanna Gerdes ... ............ ......... ......... BS
Aaron Grady. ...... ............. ..... ........ .... BS
Zachary Greenemay. .......... ............... BS
Amanda Griese ... ... ............... ............ BS
Julie Hager.... ...... ...................... ....... .BS
Megan Hagopian .... ........... ... .. .... ..... .BS
Tina Hall ............. ........... ....... .... ..... .. BS
Kathryn Harvath ................ ............... BS
Sarah Heitzman ................. .............. .BS
Paige Henderson ........ ........... ... ...... .. .BS
Shelbi Hinton .... .......... ... ....... ........ .. .BS
Danielle Horstman .. ................ .. .... .... BS
Jessica Hudson ...... ............ ............... BS
Michelle Hudson .. .. ..... ........... .......... BS
Hannah Hughes ........ ... ....... ........ ... ..BS
Alyssa Jimerson .... .... .. ..... ....... ... .... .. ..BS
Jacob Kabat.. .... ... .... ..... ... ..... .. ... ... ... .BS
Kyra Kessinger..... ... ...... .... ...... ... .. .. ... .BS
Lisa Kincaid .... ..................... ..... ........ BS

Sarah Kinder.............. .. .... ...... .......... ..BS
Kasey King .... .......... ...... ............. ..... ..BS
Katie Knodle .. .. .......... ..... .......... ....... .BS
Bethany Konstantopoulos ....... ... ...... .BS
Kandit Kovadhana ... .. ........................ BS
Jasmine Krezanoski ...... ... ..... ........... ..BS
Diana Kuhl ...... ..... ........ ... ........... ... .... BS
Aimee Lasseigne ..... ... .. .. ...... .... .. .... ... BS
Kary Leung.. .. ....... .... ..... .......... .... ..... BS
Courtney Locandro.. ............... .. ... ..... BS
Lindsey Mandeville ........................... BS
Kate McIntyre .......... ...... .. ... ...... .......BS
Josie Miller.. ..... .......... .. ....... ... ...... ... ..BS
Carrie Miller.......... ......... ..... ............. BS
Rebecca Miller......... .... ..... .... .... ......... BS
Corey Morgan ........................ ........... BS
Joel Moynan ...... ... .. .. .......... ............ ..BS
Lindsay Murray. ..... .... .. ..... ..... ... .... .. .. BS
Jennifer Patton ...... .... .... ... .......... ....... BS
Heidi Powless ... .... ...... ... ... .. ..... ........ .BS
Anna Pumo.................................. .. ... BS
Penny Raburn ... .. .. .. ... ....... .... ..... .......BS
Katelin Randolph ..... .... ...... ....... ........ BS
Kimberly Rasplicka ..... .... ....... ......... ..BS
Christen Rincker..... .. ... ...... .......... .. ... BS
Katlin Rivera ........ ............... .. ....... ..... BS
Wendy Robinson ... ...... .. .... ...... ... .. ..... BS

.School of Business

Melissa Sanders .. .... ~ ........ ... .... ..... ..... BS
Alex Schmidt ............. .. .... .......... ... ... .BS
Steven Schmidt .......... .. ........... .".........BS
Brittany Schuchman .... ......... .............. BS
Justina Sharp ... .. ......... .. .... ... .............. BS
Grace Shartzer............ ...... ................ BS
Joseph Smeets ..... ............................. BS
Laµren Smith ................................ .... BS
Rhonda Smith .... ..... ..... ....... .. ............BS
Tamara Stuckey. ...... .... ............. ..........BS
Segun Sulaimon ............................... BS
Diana Sutton .................. ................... BS
Tyler Tanzyus ... ......... ...................... .. BS
Devon Thomas ... .............. ... .......... ....BS
Jesse Thompson ... .... .......................... BS
Rachel Tinge ................. .. .................BS
Christina Varady. ........... ... ........ ... ... .... BS
Angela Vaughn ... .... ...... ... ........ ......... .BS
Samantha Watkins .......... ..... .... ... .. ... .. BS
Dalton Whetsell .... ............ .... ............ BS
Allison Whittington ........................... BS
Natalie Williams ........ ......... .... ......... BS
Brandi Winchester....... ... .. ............... ..BS
Deric Wisleder..... .. .. ..... ... ...... .... ..... .BS
Chelsea Yankolovich ...... .. .... ..... ...... ...BS
Ferris Yoder......... ...... ........... ............ .BS

9 a.m. commencement

Graduate degrees
Christopher Arcenaux .. ................ ..MBA
Lauren Barnes ...... .............. .. ..... ..... MBA
Jared Bernhardt... ... ..... ......... .. ... ... .MBA
Christopher Boucher.. .. ..... .............MBA
Alex Buehne ... .......... ..... .... ... .. ..... .. MBA
Malory Cafarelli ..... .. .......... ...... ..... MBA
Ryan Cunefare ... .... .... ...... ... ........... MBA
Alyssa Duffin ..... ... ....................... ..MBA
Elise Eckels ... .... .... ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... .MBA
Arianna Gebauer..... .... .......... ......... MBA
Jennifer Grimes .... ...... ... .... ..... ....... MBA

Ty Igert ....... .... .... .. ....... ..... ............MBA
Blake Meehan ........ ..... ......... .. .... ....MBA
Loree Moore .. .. .. .............. .... .........MBA
Shoaib Muhammad ... .... ..... ...... ... .. MBA
Rajesh Pudota .... ...... .... ................. MBA
Kraig Rehkemper...... .... ... ... .. ... .....MBA
Tyler Sandretto .. .......... .. ................ MBA
Gregory Saplin ... ..... ..... ... .. .... .. ..... .MBA
Brian Schoeneck ..... .... ...... ........ ..... MBA
Alicia Shah ................. ...... ......... .... .MBA
Megan Simmons ......... .... ...... ... .... .MBA

Danielle Staples .. ......... .... .. ... .. ..... ..MBA
Bryce Starkey. .... ...... ..... ... ....... ..... ..MBA
Michael Stedelin ... .. ........ .... ....... .... MBA
Katherine Tillman .... .... .. .... ........ ... MBA
Wilson Waggoner.............. ............MBA
Reilly Welborn .... .. .... .. ..... .. .. ....... ..M BA
Volkan Yilmaz ...... ... ....... ... ....... ... ...MBA
Andrew Smith ......... ............ .. .... ..MMR
Sarah Whitman .. ..... .......... ... ........ MMR
Kelley Frey. .. ... ..... ........... ....... .... .... ... MS
Shruti Gupta ....... ......... .... ....... ......... MS

Michael Wheeler... .............. .. ....... ....MS
Harshala Dharmarajan ..... ............ .. .. MS
Hua Fu...... ........ .. ......... ... ... ..... ... .. ... MS
Sarah Coulter............ .... ..... .... ........MSA
Lauren Engerski ... ..... ... .... .... .........MSA
Aaron Hanks ............ ..... ... ..... ..... ...MSA
Miranda Huelsmann ... ... ... ......... .. ..MSA
Emily N obis ..... ...... ... .. ........ ....... ...MSA

Undergraduate degrees
Kaitlyn Allen................................. ... BS
Charles Anderson ...... .......... ............ ..BS
Justin Avery. ... ................. ................. .BS
Kramer Barnes .................. .. .... ..... ..... BS
Ashley Beal ....... ... ...... ......... .. ........ .. .. .BS
Brittany Booten ... .... .... ...... ...... ... ...... .BS
Joshua Borwey. .... .. ... ..... .... ............ ... BS
Melissa Bossler... .... ... ... .. ..... ... .. ........ .BS
Allison Brotherton .... ..... .... ... .... ... .....BS
Alex Brown ...... ...... ........ .. .. ...... ... ...... BS
Monica Bundy.. ... :..... ......... .. ... .. ....... .BS
Andrew Burstadt ... .. .. ..... .... .. ....... ...... BS
Holly Butler.... .. .... .... ..... .... ......... ..... .BS
Crystal Castro .. .. ........... ....... ....... .... ..BS
Mike Christofanelli ... ...... .. ... ....... ....... BS
Adam Collins .. .......... ..... ... .. ... ...... .....BS
Jessica Collins .. .. ....... ... ... ...... ....... .... ..BS
Robert Cooney. .... ........... ....... ........... BS
Dominic D'Agostino.... ...... .... ... ...... .BS
William Danso ........ .... ......... ... ..... ... .. BS
Elisa Davis ....... .... ........ ..... .... .... ........ BS
Arlene De Laura .. ..... .... ...... ..... ...... ... .BS
Michael Delaney... ........ ...... .. ... ........ .. BS
Erinn Dettman ......... ...... ... .... ...... ..... BS
Alexander Draper... ....... ....... ... ...... ... .BS
Brandon Dudley. ..... .. ... ...... .... ........... BS
Brandon Dull .. ..... ... ..... ........ ..... .. ..... .BS
Cameron Durbin ........ .. ...... ..... ......... .BS
Robert Flowers ............. .. ... ............... BS
Corey Flynn .. .. .. .... .... .... ...... .. .. ......... .BS
Evelynn Foster.. .... .. .. ......... .... .. ... .. ... ..BS
Christina Frisch ......... ............. ...... ..... BS
Matthew Fritsche .. .. ........ ...... ...... ..... ..BS
Nicole George ............ .... .... .... .... ...... .BS
Alejandro Gonzalez ....... ... .... .. .... ... ... .BS
Elizabeth Guzman ...... .. ....... .... .. ..... ..BS
Trevor Hale .... ............... .. ... .... ...... ..... BS

Jesse H ansen ...... .. ........ ... .. ......... .. ... ..BS
Emily Hartman ......... ........... .... .. ....... BS
Ladyla'lorena Henry. .. ........ ......... .... ..BS
George Humm .. ...... ...... ... ........... ...... BS
Mary Jane Bungque .. .. ..... ... ... .... ........ BS
Justin Jones ..... ... .... .... ... ..... ..: ...... .. .. :-.BS
Alexander Key. ......... .... ....... ............. ..BS
Charles Knollman ...... ...... ......... .... .. ...BS
Joshua Kolesa .... ...... ... ..... ... .. .... .... .. ... BS
Nicholas Kovaly... ....... ...... .... .. ........ ... BS
Connor Kowalski .... ... ... .. .. ... .... .... ..... BS
Justin Krause .... .. .. ......... .. ........ ..... ... .. BS
Chad Kruthoff. ... ...... .. .... ........ ......... .BS
Yasmine Lane ..... ...... ..................... .... BS
Eric Lash .... .. ..... .... ... .. .. ... ... ............... BS
Jonathan Laurent ................ , .......... ..-.BS
Tiffany Ley. ...................... ..... ......... ... BS
Jordan Link ......... .............. ................ BS
Benjamin Link ...... ... ..... ... .... ... ....... ... BS
Sarah Lloyd ..... ...... .. ... .... ...... .... .. ..... .. BS
Zachary Lunt ..................................... BS
Steven Maki .......... .. .................. .. ......BS
Austin Malley. ....... .. ... ......... .. .......... .. BS
Michael Mance ... ......... ... ......... .. ........ BS
Anne Marie Connelly. ........ ... ..... ....... BS
Timothy Marten .. ... ..... .. .. ...... ........ .... BS
Ryan McClure ........ ............. ........ ......BS
Michelle McMichael. .. ....... ........ ... .....BS
Pamela McNeese ... ..... ..... ...... ......... ...BS
Jermaine McNeese ... ............. .... ..... .... BS
Kevin Miles .. ........ ...... ......... .............. BS
Anthony Minton .... ......... ............. ... .. BS
Alaysia Mitchell ............ ........ ............. BS
Kayla . Morgan ........ ... ... ... ....... .. .... .. .. .BS
Jon Murray. .. ............ .. ....... ........... ... .. BS
Brandon N itz......... ....... ...... ..... ..... ... .BS
Emily Nosce ..... .. .. .... .. ........ .... ..... .... ..BS

Kylie Ogle ... ..... ........ ... .... .... .. ........ .... BS
Similoluwa Operniposi Ogunnaike ... .BS
Jordan Oshesky... .. .... .. ....... ...... ...... .. .. BS
Jeremiah Ostlund ......... ..... ... .......... .. .BS
Muthna Owda ..... .. ... .......... .... .. .. ...... .BS
Michael Palko .. .. .... ...... ...... ... ....... .... .. BS
Robert Pierce .. .... ..... ... ...... .. ............... BS
Christian Pilch ...... .... .... ... .. .... ............ BS
Patrick Pranger..... ........ ..... ....... .... .. ....BS
Melissa Randolph ........ .... ... ...... ...... .. .BS
Eric Ricchezza .. .. ... ... .. ......... ... ..... .... ..BS
Justin Roberts .... ............... .... ..... .......BS
Hannah Robertson ......... ... ... .. .... ...... .BS
Bradley Sauer..... ............ ... ... .............. BS
Alexis Schell .... .... .. .. ... ...... ...... ........... BS
Robert Schmittling........ ... .. ..... ... ...... .BS
Landon Schroeder....... .... ... ... .... ........ BS
Zachary Schultz...... .... .. ...... ...............BS
Tiffany Slifka ... ...... ... ... ... .. ... .............. BS
Carson Sonnenberg ... ....... ..... ... ......... BS
Joshua Spann .......... ... ............. .... ..... .BS
Crystal Stassi-Ridenhour.. ..... .. .. ... ... ..BS
Ashley Steffen .. ....... .. .... ... ... .... .... .... ..BS
Kenneth Sterner.. ... ... ... ..... .... ...... ...... BS
Chris Sunderland .... ... .......... ..... ... .. .... BS
Kristian Swank ..................................BS
Kevin Szcesniak ................ .................BS
Jessica Taylor.. .. ........ ........ .... ...... .. .... .BS
Olivia Van Walleghen .. ...... ........ ... ......BS
Luke Walker.... ... ..... .. ..... ... .. ......... ... ... BS
Stephen Washuta ............................... BS
Taylor White ..... ...... ... ..... ..... ... ......... .BS
Sally Wittman ... .... .... .. .. ................... .BS
Ronald Yates ..... .. .. ......... .. .. ... .... .. .... ... BS
Jessica Zeigler..... ... .. .. ...... .. ...... .. .... .... BS
Nicole Zimmerman ...... ... ......... .........BS
Danielle Zobrist..... ..... .. ..... ..... .. ........ BS

Jessica Barnes ....... .. ..... ... ......... ...... ..BSA
Francis Bennett ... ..... ..... ... ...... .... ..... BSA
Brooke Bens a .... .......... .. .. ... ..... ...... ..BSA
Seth Bohnenstiehl ............ ........ ..... ..BSA
Mickala Chasteen .. ...... .... .. ... ..... .... .. BSA
Ethan Dalton ... .... ........ ........... .. ..... BSA
Paul D intelman .... .. ...... .. ... ... ... ..... ... BSA
Lauren D udley.......... ..... ... .. ... ... ... .... BSA
Kristen D ugger...... ... ...... .... .. .... ...... BSA
Justin Duong ... .... .. ......... .... .. .. .... ... .BSA
Ashley Grooms .... ....... ......... .. .... .....BSA
Catherine Grueninger.. ........ ... ....... .BSA
Constance H air....... ....... ................. BSA
Jacob Highley. ... .............. ... .. .......... BSA
Brandi Jackson .... .. .... ........ ... .... ... ... .BSA
Taylor Jarvis ........ ........ ....... ...... ... ... .BSA
Megan Lane ....... ... ... .... .. .... .. ........... BSA
Jason Lee .... ...... ... ........... ... ......... .... BSA
Patrick Meyer... ... ......... ...... ....... .... .. BSA
David Mohns ...... ... .. .... ... ... .. .......... BSA
Jacqueline Myer...... ......... ........ ........ BSA
Madison Oschwald ....... ..... .. .. ..... ... .BSA
Andria Perez .... ..... ............ .. .... ..... ... BSA
Casey Pierce ........ ... .. ..... .. ...... .... ......BSA
Evgeniya Ruseva.... .. ... ... .. ... ..... ..... ..BSA
Kimberly Schildroth .... ..... ....... .. .. .... BSA
Rachel Schmidt ..... ... .. .......... ... ..... ..BSA
Sydney Slaby. ......... ........ .. .... ... ... ..... BSA
Samantha Stein ......... ............ ... ..... .BSA
Rhonda Stone .. ...... .... ... .. ... ..... ........BSA
Brett Thomas .. ....... ... ........ .... .. .. ...... BSA
Christopher Toney. .. ....... ... ........ .... .. BSA
Clinton Urbanek... ..... ..... .......... .. ....BSA
Kalee Werle ....... ............ ... ... .... ..... ... BSA
Rachel Woolever... ... ..... ..... .. ..... ..... BSA

.
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Bourgeois encourages students to take pride in
graduating with commencement speech
JESSICA ORANIKA

Alestle Reporter

Senior mechanical engineering major Louis Bourgeois, of St. Louis.
I Christian K. Lee / Alestle

Senior mechanical engineering major Louis Bourgeois, of St.
Louis, has been chosen to speak at
commencement. Bourgeois said
he has always been interested in
fields similar to engineering.
"I was always interested in
building things. My dad was a
carpenter, and when I was a little
kid, he would always take me to
work. I always enjoyed building
clubhouses and putting things
together," Bourgeois said. "When
I was in high school, I thought I
wanted to be an architect so it has
always been in that industry. It
took me a while to kind of narrow
it down to exactly what it was that
I wanted to do."
After graduating from Waterloo high school, Bourgeois took
time off school to work in construction. After a few years, he
began taking night classes at Ranken Technical College, but quickly
realized he wanted more.
"When I was in high school,
I had no idea what I wanted to
do. College wasn't even really on
my mind. I was thinking about
construction and fixing up houses
and things like that. I was out of
school for about two years after I
graduated, doing construction. I
started Ranken when I was 20,"
Bourgeois said. "I started off
studying electrical systems design,
and then I transferred to STIJE
becau c I wanted to do engineering instead of a technical trade."

Bourgeois said his hunger
for knowledge is what led him to
change his school, major and effectively, the course of his life.
"I remember one day I had a
night class, and they were showing us different equations on how
to calculate things. I remember
them saying not to wony about
where the equation comes from,
just know that this is what works.
I always like to know the meaning
being things so that was kind of
when I started thinking that rm in
the wrong classroom. I transferred
straight from there to STIJE,"
Bourgeois said.
Bourgeois said he believes
his heavy participation in campus
activities is what led to his being
chosen as a commencement speaker.
'½. lot of the professors know
me, and rm involved with a lot of
different extracurricular activities.
[I have] done a lot of presentations
for different projects and such, so
I guess they just thought it was a
good idea," Bourgeois said.
Bourgeois said his speech is
going to addres the hardships of
making it to graduation. He is also
going to discuss sustainability and
the ways the 2016 graduating clas
can help improve the planet.
"I'm going to talk about how
everyone who gets through college
experiences their own difficulties,
and they all have their own reason
for doing it. It's a big achievement
that everyone should be proud of.
Th.is is only the beginning of the
journey," Bourgeois said. "Then,

rm going to talk about a lot of
technological issues and sustainability issues that engineering and
science are going to be the solutions for. Everybody can coexist in
a humane way:"
Bourgeois said sustainability
is an important subject to him
because he believes it is the only
way the human race can continue
to thrive.
"For long-term civility, I
think it's the only way. The population is going to continue to
grow and the only way to make
that possible, and to keep it comfortable for people, is to engineer
a new solution," Bourgeois said.
Bourgeois, who is engaged to
an STIJE alumna, said his family is
extremely excited for his graduation. Bourgeois also said a few of
the things he will miss the mo t
are his classmates and the satisfying feeling of finishing homework
with friends.
'Tm reallv excited. I think mv
fiancee might, be a little bit mar~
excited than I am. She graduated
from SIUE with her master's degree I think five years ago," Bourgeoi aid. "What I'm going to
miss the most is meeting up with
my classmates and working on
different problems on the white
board. Right when we get everything done, we feel like we 're
ready for whatever is ahead of us.
We would just sit back, talk and
feel successful."
Read more about Louis Bourgeois
at alestlelive.com.

Teaching Excellence Award recipient
celebrates graduating class of fall 2015
KENDRA MARTIN

Fuchs said. "I work with great
people as well a make positive
impact
on students and teachers. I
SIDE graduates will be celebrating their commencement also get to receive a lot of opporSaturday, Dec.19 at the Vada- tunities to help myself and other
labene Center. The night will not people as well."
Even though Fuchs is a proonly belong to students, but also
fessor,
she said her students have
to Wendy Fuchs, professor in the
special education and commu- taught her a few things as well,
nication disorders department, but the biggest lesson she received
who will be recognized with the from them was to always keep life
in a positive perspective and evTeaching Excellence Award.
Although she i honored erything will fall into place.
"They have taught me to
to receive the award, Fuchs said
keep
things in perspective and
she is also nervom about public
push myself out of my comfort
speaking.
"I am scared to death becau,c zone and always focus on the posI am an introv<::rt," Fuch, said. itive," Fuchs said.
Senior special education ma''But I do thmk the award is an
jor
Haley
Norris, of St. Charles,
incredible honor, and 1 am rcaJlv
gratdul to rccciYc it."
· a smdent of Fuchs', said she i!>
Fuchs said she 1s proud of proud of Fuchs for winning the
all the upcoming graduates .md award.
"I think that she is more than
wants her speech to focus on
acknowledging and celebrating deserving of the award," Norris said. "She is more than just a
their accomplishments.
teacher.
he taught us about the
"I dcfinitcl\' want ro focus on
celebration and making sure we real world and about life. She has
celebrate the graduates and the gone more than beyond helping
good things -rl~cy have done and u with our senior assignment,
will do in the future," Fuchs said. such as staying up for hours to
According ro Fuchs, being a help and making it easier for us."
orris said she admires the
professor at SIUE has been very
enthusiasm
that Fuchs brings to
rewarding, and she appreciates
the opportunities she receives as her job.
"I think that her passion for
well as being able to help other .
"I get the best of all worlds," teaching and working with students with disabilities-is amazing," ,
Alestle Reporter

Teaching Excellence Award winner and professor Wendy Fuchs

Norris said. "She made me want
to be a better teacher. You can tell
that this is more than just a career
for her - it's her passion."
Senior special education major Brooke Reed, of Granite City,
said she agrees that Fuchs deserves to be recognized.
''I could not have thought of
a better person who is more deserving of this award," Reed said.
"She is dedicated to her profession and students and absolutely

deserves it."
Recd said Fuchs has made an
impact on her education and was
always there whenever she needed
her.
"She bas made a large d..ifference of mv education here at
SIDE," Reed said. "I knew that
when 1 needed help, I could always come to her because she
would always go above and beyond to make sure I had what I
needed."

I Christian K. Lee / Alestle
With graduation approaching, Fuchs said she ,YJ.nb to leave
th~ fellow graduates \\'ith a piece
of advice.
"I want them to follow their
heart and do something that they
are passionate about and make
sure they make a positive impact
on the world," Fuchs said.
Kendra Martin can be reached at
kmartin@alestlelive.com or

650-3525.
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'... Have faith in your abilities and believe
in your dreams,' Jackson advises peers
KENDRA MARTIN

Alestle Reporter

Senior, accounting major
Brandi Jackson, of St. Louis.
will be celebrating her upcoming
graduation on Dec. 19, and she
will also be one of the speakers at
commencement.
Jackson said she is honored
she was asked to be one of the

'

them when times get hard."
Jackson said being a nontraditional student challenged her
the most being that she is a wife
and mother.
"I would say being a non-traditional student was the biggest
obstacle I had to face," Jackson
said. "Being a wife and mother of
three kids - and when my husband's schedule changed - I had

"In January, I start an audit
internship with Grant Thornton,"
Jackson said. "I also want to continue with the graduate program."
Jackson said she wants to
leave her fellow graduates with
the advice to trust and believe in
yourself.
"If there is one thing I'll leave
my fellow graduates with, [it] is
to have faith in your abilities and

The interactions with the faculty and my peers was
definitely a highlight of my college career. ... The
faculty is kind of parents away from parents. They
can mold you and teach you , and with your peers,
you can form a bond and lean on them when times
get hard.
Brandi Jackson
Commencement speaker

speakers, but is also anxious.
"I am very excited, but also
nervous," Jackson said. "It' a
very large crowd, and it will be
my first time speaking in front of
group that size."
Jackson said being a student
at SIUE has been great, and one
of her favorite memories involves
the friendships she has made with
both the faculty and her peers.
"The interactions with the
faculty and my peers was defi.,
nicely a highlight of my college
career," Jackson said. "The faculty is kind of parents away from
parents. They can mold you and
teach you, and with your peers,
you can form a bond and lean on

to learn how to juggle going to
school as well as taking care of my
kids."
Jackson also said when she
first started in the School of Business, she compared herself to
other students, but she received
some great advice from one of her
instructors, Steven Brant.
"The first semester in the
School of Business, I went to talk
to Steven Brant., and I was comparing myself to other students,
and he taught me to just be patient while being a student and the
learning and understanding will
soon come," Jackson said.
Jackson said she has a lot of
goals set once she graduates.

believe in your dreams," Jackson
said.
Associate accounting professor Gregory Sierra is a professor
and mentor to Jackson.
"I am more than excited for
everything she has done," Sierra
said. "She's taken time outside of
the university to learn about the
curriculum, and on cop of that,
she's already started to give back.
She's been to student recruiting
events to reach out to students interested in activities."
Sierra said Jackson is going to
have an impressive career because
she has the power to not only help
herself, but others around her.
"She's going to have a great

career within anything she decides to specialize in," Sierra said.
"She is that person who is not
only wants herself to be successful, but she wants to help other
people be successful too."
Brant said he feels great
about Jackson's upcoming graduation and knows Jackson is going

to be successful in the long run.

"She already has a job lined
up, so I know she is going to
go far in the career path that she
chooses," Brant said.
Kendra Martin can be reached at
kmartin@alestlelive.com or

650-3525.

Great Teacher Award recipient to discuss
fear of the future at commencement
JESSICA ORANIKA

guide decisions about the world" alized he liked his psychology
and said that particular aspect of classes better.
"I did my undergraduate
his job is what makes him happy.
SIDE psychology professor
"I feel like I do my best to psychology degree [at the UniStephen Hupp, of St. Louis, Mo.,
contribute to the science of psy- . versity of Kansas], and I also
has received the SIUE Alumni Aschology. I think the science of psy- went to graduate school at Louisociation's Great Teacher Award
chology does a lot of great things siana State University. I started
for the 2015-16 school year.
for the world," Hupp said. "I have off as an architect major and felt
Hupp said he was plased to a lot of research that I do with col- like I could do more good for the
receive news of the award.
leagues, but I also do a lot of re- world in psychology. I enjoyed
"I'm super excited. It's a high
search with our gi:aduate students my psychology classes more,"
honor. This might be the largest and sometimes with our under- Hupp said.
crowd I've ever spoken to. I guess grad students. Working with stuHupp said he credits his
it means that all the work my
dents on research is a really valued Midwestern upbringing for culdepartment d.oes to support our
tivating his urge to improve sopart of our department."
teaching has paid off," Hupp said.
Hupp began his university ciety.
Hupp said he regularly par"I loved growing up in St.
years as an architect major at the
ticipates in research with students.
University of Kansas. Hupp said Louis. I particularly liked the
He defines the science of psycholhe changed his major after he re- Midwestern attitude towards
ogy as "using research to help
community; neighbors looked
out for each other and cared
about one another," Hupp said.
Hupp said one of the things
that stood out the most about
this year's graduating class were
think this year's graduating
the world events that they witnessed during their college years.
class has had several years of
From the Aurora, Colo. shooting
in 2012 where a shooter opened
stressful world events going
fire inside a movie theatre, to the
on so they 've probably a
more recent Paris attacks where
about 130 people were killed in
particularly resilient bunch to
a terrorist attack, graduates have
witnessed the world in a state of
be able to graduate in these
outrage and confusion. Hupp
said fear is going to be the main
times.
topic of his speech at commencement.
Stephen Hupp
Ale stle Reporter

''

Great Teacher Award recipient and psychology professor Stephen Hupp
I Photo courtesy of Doug Mcllhagga

I

Psychology professor

Read more about Stephen Hupp at
alestlellve.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE
Place your classified ad
at a time convenient for you
using our easy and secure
online interface at
alestlelive.com/classifieds
Deadlines:
By noon Sunday ,:,( Wednesday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com
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we're lookin' for you

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

FOR RENT
SMOKE-FREE
2 Bedroom 1.5 Bath Townhomes
$695 mo. includes washer/dryer in
unit, water, sewer and trash service.
No pets. No smoking. On-site owner.
www.fairway-estates.net
618-931 -4700
Email
srise1@charter.net
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LESTLE

is looking for
Multi-Media Journalists
Must be able to shoot video and
photos, have good knowledge of social
media, be creative, personable,
and good with deadlines.
Come to our office to apply!
Morris University Center
Second Floor
Room 2022

